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‘THE WAY WE DO THINGS AROUND HERE’  
DEAL AND KENNEDY (1982) 

  
  

ACCORDING TO HBR, MUCH OF A COMPANY’S  
CULTURE IS ANCHORED IN UNSPOKEN  
BEHAVIOURS, MINDSETS, AND SOCIAL  
PATTERNS. BECAUSE OF THIS IT OFTEN  
CONFOUNDS LEADERS AND GETS PUSHED  
DOWN THE CORPORATE AGENDA. 

COMPANY CULTURE COULD BE CONSIDERED  
THE CULTURAL EQUIVALENT OF THE RITUALS,  
RITES, SYMBOLS, AND STORIES OF A PEOPLE.  
BY TODAY’S STANDARDS, ORGANIZATIONAL  
CULTURE USUALLY REFERS TO THE MUTUAL  
OUTLOOK, ASSUMPTIONS, AND STANDARDS  
OF AN ORGANIZATION’S MEMBERSHIP. (NCBI,  
2021)

What Is
Organisational
Culture?
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Financial
Various research studies have demonstrated a statistically 
significant link between corporate culture and the bottom 
line (Flamholtz, 2001) 

Turnover
One in five Americans have left a job in the past five years 
due to bad company culture. The cost of that turnover is 
an estimated $223 billion, according to a new SHRM 
report on workplace culture.  

Employee Experience
A strong organizational culture can help team members 
accomplish goals as well as experience fulfilment in their 
careers. It can also be a predictor of factors such as job 
satisfaction and employee commitment to the 
organisation. (NCBI,2021)
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Tips To Improve 
Culture...03

There are three key elements to consider when changing 
your company culture; align, listen and analyse. 

Align
Align your desired culture to your strategic priorities whilst 
ensuring incentive plans complement and re-enforce the 
behaviours you are looking to drive. Conflicting incentives and 
goals reduce collaboration and lead to organisational silos. 

Listen 
Assess how your culture is operating on a day to day basis by 
listening to the views and opinions of your employees. With 
culture there is often a disconnect between expectation and 
reality, so obtaining authentic feedback at all levels of the 
organisation is critical.  

Analyse 
Measuring your culture with a robust and anonymous approach 
at frequent intervals will demonstrate progression of key 
metrics. The Wellbeing Assessment gives insights into multiple 
areas, many of which impact culture directly.



If you’re starting out on your 
wellbeing journey or want some ideas 
on how to improve what you already 

have, contact us at 
enquiries@healthofbusiness.com and 

www.healthofbusiness.com
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